In vitro analysis of mutant LexA proteins with an increased rate of specific cleavage.
Specific cleavage of LexA repressor plays a crucial role in the SOS response of Escherichia coli. In vivo, cleavage requires an activated form of RecA protein. However, previous work has shown that the mechanism of cleavage is unusual, in that the chemistry of cleavage is probably carried out by residues in the repressor, and not those in RecA; RecA appears to facilitate this reaction, acting as a coprotease. We recently described a new type of lexA mutation, a class termed lexA (IndS) and here called IndS, that confers an increased rate of in vivo cleavage. Here, we have characterized the in vitro cleavage of these IndS mutant proteins, and of several double mutant proteins containing an IndS mutation and one of several mutations, termed Ind-, that decrease the rate of cleavage. We found, first, that the autodigestion reaction for the IndS mutant proteins had a higher maximum rate and a lower apparent pKa than wild-type LexA. Second, the IndS mutations had little or no effect on the rate of RecA-mediated cleavage, measured at low protein concentrations, implying that the value of Kcat/Km was unaffected. Third, the rate of autodigestion for the double-mutant proteins, relative to wild-type, was about that rate predicted from the product of the effects of the two single mutations. Finally, by contrast, these proteins displayed the same rate of RecA-mediated cleavage as did the single Ind- mutant protein. We interpret these data to mean that the IndS mutations mimic to some extent the effect of RecA on cleavage, perhaps by favoring a conformational change in LexA. We present and analyze a model that embodies these conclusions.